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Please ensure the surface is smooth, damp free and it’s clean, free of grease, grime and dust. Vinyl is 
a very thin material and even a spec of dust between it and the surface can show though your 
finished work.  

All Newly painted walls please allow at least 4 weeks for the paint to dry completely before 
applying. 

1. Make sure your chosen surface is clean, dust free and mark the area of coverage with pencil or 
suitable removeable pen markers. 

2. Rub over the decal with your squeegee or credit card to ensure all parts of the design are sticking 
to the transfer tape. Where necessary on stubborn parts please use a needle to lift edge onto the 
transfer paper.  

3. Turn your decal over and carefully pull the backing paper away, starting in the corner and pulling 
it right back on itself instead of upwards. 

4. If bits of your design lift with the backing paper drop it back into place and rub over some more 
or use a needle to assist the lifting onto the transfer paper. 

5. Once the backing paper is removed carefully lay your design stick-side-down onto your surface. 

6. Rub over the transfer tape gently at first by hand and then a second time but more firmly using a 
squeegee or a plastic credit card. Your objective is to push the air out to the sides from the centre 
and have a nice flat finish. 

7. Carefully remove the transfer tape the same way you did the backing paper but starting from a 
corner working down diagonally. 

8. Your decals now finished and should look awesome.  

Extra tip - If you have a large decal and it is showing 'bubbles' of trapped air then use a pin to pick each 
bubble and gently push down the vinyl to push the air out. 
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Feedback and Reviews 

As feedback & Reviews is very important to our business please consider 2 things before leaving 
feedbacks or reviews. 

1. If you are not 100% happy with the product, please contact us by using the contact methods 
on the correct channel the order was placed. i.e. website orders please use contact form on 
the website and for other sale channels such as Instagram, Facebook, TikTok, eBay, Amazon 
and Esty, please use the messaging options on them platforms. 
 

2. For all Marketplace orders on details seller ratings please can you leave minimum of 5 stars 
for all fields as these stars scoring has an adverse effect on our top seller’s ratings. 

Shipping’s 

We Mainly use Royal Mail for all our shipping services and MyHermes for larger parcels. 

Removing Vinyl Stickers Decals off your Wall 

For removal of decal the best process is to use a hairdryer over the decal which helps the 
peeling process. We are not responsible for any peeling damage during removeable or when 
applying the vinyl wall stickers.  

Please note, on removable of sticker decals there may be blemish or paint flaking when 
removed, after removal of vinyl sticker decal the Sticker cannot be reused again. 

Damaged or Defects on Vinyl Sticker Decals 

Please contact us via correct marketplace platforms the order was originally placed as soon as 
possible so, that we can take care of this for you. A photo evidence will be required for all 
damaged or defected items. 

 

Support us by subscribing to our YouTube channel, following us on Instagram, TikTok and 
Pinterest and also Liking our Facebook page (Usernames for each platform is shown below). 

Thank You 


